We support Teaching and Learning with Technology.
All of our services are available at

No Charge

to Cornell faculty and academic staff supporting a course.
(That includes TAs!)
We’re responsible for

Blackboard

Supporting more than 20,000 users at Cornell
We help with **Surveys**

pre-semester... pre-class... end-of-semester...

research (on and off campus)...

anything you can think of!

qualtrics
We help with Polling

... make your class more dynamic!
We help with Collaboration

We can help Create Course Content

Audio!

Video!

Podcasts!
We can help with

Lecture Capture
We can help with lots of other tools, too...

... like Google Apps, Adobe products, Camtasia, Jing, Diigo, Annotate, Wordle, etc. etc. etc.
We research Emerging Technologies

... Is there some technology you need that we don’t already have? We’ll investigate.
We do Scanning and Digitization
We can host your web site
We provide audio and video services such as: recording of course-related events and assistance making audio and video materials available to students (including podcasts)
We do consultation
... we can help select technology for teaching and research

and training
face – to – face... webinars...
scheduled or on request
We have Academic Technology Centers

Come in for help, or just use our equipment!

124 CCC: M-F, 8 -5

G27 Stimson: M-F, 1 -5
We have **Computing Labs**

9 Instructional Labs

6 General Purpose Labs
Just give us a call!

it.cornell.edu/teaching
atc_support@cornell.edu
607-255-9760